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JAMES M. HARDING

Historical Dialectics and the Autonomy
of Art in Adorno's Asthetische Theorie

As Peter Hohendahl has noted, the posthumous

art in the Asthetische Theorie is not-as Burger

publication of Adorno's Asthetische Theorie in

maintains-merely an historical category de-

1970 disappointed many who expected that

scribing the detachment of art from practical

it would provide a materialist aesthetic which

life. It results from an historical dialectic whose

would cultivate praxis. ' The Left, who dis-

mechanics, Adorno argues, are faltering and

missed the work "out of hand," maintained that,

unable to enact supersession (Aufhebung). In the

though anti-capitalist, the text advocated an
anachronistic cultural elitism.2 After Hohendahl
(re)constructs the historical context in which
Adorno's text was so negatively received, he
suggests that the time has come (1981; 1991) to
reassess the Asthetische Theorie. Interestingly,
while implying that the apparent flexibility of
German society in the 1970s produced an inadequate analysis of Adorno's final work, Hohendahl's reappraisal still embraces the cornerstone
of that analysis: like Peter Burger, he posits the
autonomy of art as the central thesis of the Asthetische Theorie and then places the work
squarely in the historical tradition of German
idealism.

Asthetische Theorie, art is autonomous because
of the unique formulation of dialectics posited
by Adorno: art manifests itself in dialectical
tensions with its own historical moment-in this
respect art and life are indelibly intertwined-

but these tensions remain unresolved; though art
receives its identity from its negative critical
relation with society, it does not have the ability
to sublate the social dimensions that it negates.
As society inevitably changes, an art work's nonidentity becomes increasingly encapsulated-

and therein lies the autonomy. For Adorno, the
autonomy of art refers to the unresolved dialectical tensions of a work that respond to sociohistorical conditions that have subsequently

The brash rejection of the Asthetische Theorie changed. Autonomy denotes the aesthetic tendoes call for a reassessment, but that reassessment ought not neglect questioning the role the

sion's lack of resolution, a resolution that only
supersession at a specific historical moment

could have brought.
autonomy of art has in the work's overall projWhen Burger argues that the autonomy of art
ect. At stake is whether the initial reception cited
is a category that describes art's detachment
by Hohendahl centered on a problem of secondary importance to the more subtle and compre- from practical contexts, he isolates only one
hensive analysis occurring in Adorno's text. The
aspect of (and thereby impairs) the dynamic at
dismissal of the Asthetische Theorie on the
play in Adorno's discussions.4 For Adorno, the
grounds that it advocates an autonomy of art
autonomy of art is double-edged, and although
he appears to hold to a philosophy of 1'art pour
preconceived the meaning of aesthetic autonomy rather than deriving it from the text, i.e., 1 'art, Adorno has a radical theoretical adherence
from Adorno's usage. Consequently, the disto the relation between art and society. On the
missal sidestepped a confrontation with the

one hand, he affirms that socio-historical change

work's greater concerns: an analysis which ex-

makes the separation of art and practical life

plores how historical dialectics are erratic and

unavoidable. But on the other, the separation
does not denote the irrelevance of art to life. The

lack uniformity and stability.3 As the following
arguments will demonstrate, the autonomy of

relevance, however, can only be stated in negative
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terms. Adorno uses the autonomy of art to sus-

The early reception of the Asthetische Theorie

tain art's negative value, i.e., to sustain the in-

mistook Adorno's defense of the autonomy of art

tegrity of the unresolved negative tensions (the
non-identity) a work has with a specific historic

as an exchange of praxis for an aesthetics of
retreat-in fact, the defense of the autonomy of
art serves as the premier example for de-reified
critical activity. In answer to the calls for an
aesthetic that cultivates political praxis, Adorno
offered an aesthetic that, by using the autonomy
of art as its primary example, challenged the

moment.

Aesthetic autonomy occurs with the inevitable movement of history, and Adorno uses

autonomy to defend art against the reification
that results from elevating a work's aesthetic

ossified presumptions underlying praxis. Not
only did it preclude art as a tool for social
change, it argued that art exposed the delusory
the Asthetische Theorie uses the autonomy of art
presuppositions of engagement.5 The specific
as the foundation for an emphatic plea not to turn
rigor that the Asthetische Theorie applies to the
previous aesthetic non-identity into subsequent
concept of art-to proving that as a concept, art
positive values. The plea is the natural heir to
itself lacks continuity-is the central strategy of
Adorno's reservations about supersession. Withits larger enterprise: that of fostering critical
out supersession, the movement from negation
attitudes resilient to reification. More importo positive value falters, and a work's non-identantly, the critique of aesthetics, the argument
tity remains intact, i.e., autonomous. The point
that the concept of art lacked continuity, offered
is this: for Adorno, historicizing a work does not
a subtle critique of presumed continuity in the
solely relegate its negative (aesthetic) value to the
goals guiding political activism, certainly durpast; historicization revitalizes a work's non-idening the sixties and seventies if not in general.
tity in the sense that historicization enacts its
The sub-text on history that structures the
own brand of negation.
autonomy of art in the Asthetische Theorie emA criticism that historicizes art in order to
ploys an historical-materialist dialectic in which
counteract reification initiates a negation ancilneither universals nor particulars are precluded
lary to the negation implicit in an art work's
from change.6 Rather than appealing to immutaoriginal non-identity. Like the art it discusses,
ble, transcendent (e.g., Kantian) aesthetic critethe criticism has a negative function: the negation of reification. A criticism that underscores a ria, Adorno posits an autonomy of art bound to
society by its non-identity with a specific sociowork's unresolved tensions results in an unrehistorical moment.7 The elements of this dialecsolved tension of its own. Like the art it distic can be seen in the following statement which,
cusses, the criticism generates an unresolvable
interestingly enough, also indicates that Adorno's
tension in the positive value it derives from
defense of art's autonomy is not positivist, as
maintaining what it heralds as essentially negaHohendahl suggests Adorno's early reception
tive, art's non-identity. Thus, Adorno revitalizes
implies. For Adorno, the autonomy of art makes
art in an act of mimicry-a mimicry which his
assumptions about the structure of dialectics,
idiosyncratic conception of the autonomy of art
not an assertion that art is independent from
to a great extent facilitates. Yet in terms of impractical life or society. He writes:
portance, the autonomy of art is subordinate
to the (negating) mimicry that marks the whole
Works of art are after-images of the empirically livof Adorno's Asthetische Theorie; both are only
ing, inasmuch as they offer to the latter what outside
possible as by-products of the revision of diais denied them, and thus liberate from their objectivelectics that precede them. In the Asthetische
external experience which shapes them.8
Theorie, the autonomy of art has to be understood in the context of this revision. This is not
The key terms here are "after-images" (Nachto say that the mimicry in Adorno's criticism is
bilder) and "the empirically living" (das empirwithout its problems-they will be explored in
this work-but it seems to me that an adequate
isch Lebendige), the former not being a mere
replica of the latter, but rather a dynamic counterreassessment of Adorno's final work has to look
image to what the "empirically living" denies.
at the dynamic Adorno constructs between his
Of equal importance to this counter-image is the
revision of dialectics and his mimicry of art.
non-identity to a status of validity beyond its

historic moment. On its most immediate level,
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peculiar formulation das empirisch Lebendige,

work and die empirische Realitat from which it

what Adorno also calls die empirische Realitat

emerges. What Adorno's aesthetics seek, then,

or simply die Empirie. From the section's subheading, "On the Relation Between Art and

is to bring these unresolved tensions back into

Society," we can gather that these obscure refer-

their resolution, the appearance which contrib-

ences to living, to experience and to the senses

utes to their reification.

focus and thereby subvert the appearance of

make broad allusions to society while trying not

In the absence of transcendent and inalterable

to succumb to its reified categories. In other

aesthetic criteria, this refocus is for each work of

words, Adorno echoes the art works he de-

art, a new project following new criteria-and

scribes: he employs these peculiar terms to cir-

in the absence of sublation, this refocus is es-

cumvent the denials inherent in the dominant

pecially in need of persistent revision because

discursive patterns of society. Like art, Adorno's

the unfolding continuity implied by AuJhebung

terms "should assist the non-identical, which

obscures and even reifies the tensions upon

the coerced identity in reality represses."9
Whether the circumvention succeeds is de-

which the autonomy of art is premised. 12

bateable. Adorno's elocutions possess an amaz-

ical movements, which Adorno posits, allow art

ing flexibility which is offset by an equally

to occupy a watershed-position within historical

amazing vagueness. (One need only consider
that they accommodate aesthetic discussions as

passage. Yet the former is inextricably bound to

The disparity and lack of resolution in histor-

the latter: "Directly as artefacts, however, as
products of social work, they [art works] also

diverse as adultery in Madame Bovary and absurdity in Beckett.) But the negative import of

communicate with the empirical experience that

the terms das Nichtidentische and Nachbild al-

they reject and out of which they draw their

low Adorno to undercut the fixed criteria nor-

content."'3 Art is always in response to the

mally associated with the autonomy of art-that

social empirical reality, and the social empirical

is, once he supplements the terms with asser-

reality always provides the substance or "ori-

tions about the ephemeral nature of every work

gins" from which art emerges. The restructur-

of art. He argues not that each work has its place

ing of historical dialectics which procures the

in history but that important works of art "age,

autonomy of art also binds it: the socio-historical context, "the empirically living," structures

go cold and die."' 0 Each individual work dies
as the conditions of empirical reality change.
Rather than contributing to the evolution of a

art and its autonomy.
The structural relation between the socio-his-

concept, a work's characteristic counter-image

torical and the autonomy of art is most evident in

or non-identity survives only as long as do the

the foundational dynamic Adorno argues exists

historical conditions from which it emerged.

between the two. The dynamic is itself dialec-

"What was once true in a work of art ... [was]

tical. What remains constant in Adorno's aes-

dismantled in the course of history."" This
death necessitates a new form of aesthetic criti-

thetic is that, though neither universal nor par-

cism, but more importantly, death precludes

ticular is exempt from the consequences of
historical passage, art always emerges from a

Aujhebung.

negative dialectical or non-identical relation to

Instead of a movement of negation that resolves itself into subsequent moments (as in
Hegel), historical passage is, for Adorno, the

its corresponding Empirie. But inasmuch as the

steady accumulation of unresolved tensions, repressed beneath the appearance of resolution.

By questioning Aujhebung, Adorno can argue
that the dialectical tensions between an art work

and its origins remain intact and unresolved,
buried beneath the passage of time. The autonomy of art is premised upon this lack of resolution, upon temporal movement without a reconciliatory absorption into a greater whole, i.e.,
upon the persistence of tension between an art

instability of historic sublation procures the
autonomy of art, the negative dialectical movement of art out of its socio-historic context is
subject to a corresponding instability. Adorno's
contention about the instability of sublation in
the socio-historical process, the very instability
that allows for the autonomy of art, brings the
stability of aesthetic negation into question as
well.

While art may in fact owe its existence to a

negative dialectical relation with its socio-historical context, art reflects this context foremost
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in its own inability to prompt sublation with

adopting the voice of the aesthetic position he

the "origins" or context to which it is bound

purports to describe.

in antithetical (negative) dialectical opposition,

By positing the autonomy of art as the Asthe-

i.e., in its own inability to enact a comprehen-

tische Theorie's central thesis, Hohendahl and

sive and nonetheless de-reified transformation

the initial reception of Adorno's last work missed

of the social whole (whether politically oriented

a crucial link in the chain of Adorno's reasoning:

or otherwise). 14 The instability of aesthetic

an argued discontinuity in the concept of art is

negation, its inability to sublate-in the material

part of Adorno's project to revise historical

social environment-the "origins" it negates,

dialectics, and, once Adorno pinpoints this dis-

procures their autonomy while confirming art's

continuity, he can challenge traditional dialec-

own. Both are contingent upon the instability of

tics because as a system they provide an insuffi-

sublation. The continued autonomy of an art

cient account of art. As his revision unfolds, the

work's origins, despite their aesthetic negation,

autonomy of art comes to signify how art func-

is the logical consequence of the law (Bewe-

tions in the absence of conceptual continuity.

But if the excessive attention Adorno devotes to
gungsgesetz) creating the autonomy of art itself. 15 What results is not a bifurcation of art andthe autonomy of art while restructuring historsociety into separate, autonomous realms, but a

ical dialectics did not in itself explain why the

bilateral staggering of tensions straining against

student and academic Left thought his central

one another.

thesis was art's autonomy, then Adorno's rhetor-

While the initial reception of Adorno's study
in aesthetics latched on to the prominent position

ical stance gave them what seems to be understandable cause.

he gives to the autonomy of art, Adorno's ques-

In the sections which follow, I argue that

tioning of sublation itself, not art's autonomy, is

Adorno creates the illusion that one can reside

the central focus of the Asthetische Theorie. But
this clarification would not have been enough to
re-ingratiate Adorno with the Left, from whom
he was estranged in his last years. Using aesthetics as the catalyst for a rigorous inquiry into

(indefinitely) in the autonomy figured by works
of art. He does this by rhetorically adopting the
voice of art looking in retrospect on what he

describes as its negated origins. This rhetorical
strategy is arguably an attempt by Adorno to

distance himself from the reified social strucAujhebung did little to meet the Left's demands.

While the Left sought an aesthetics for activists,

tures negated by art. But in his efforts to avoid

Adorno developed Leftist cultural thought. In

succumbing to reification, Adorno side-steps

this respect, Hohendahl is correct in his assess-

the crucial question of origins itself. He side-

ment: the Asthetische Theorie is consistent with

steps the socio-historical particularity upon

Adorno's general resistance to the dogmatic

which aesthetic autonomy is based. It seems to

privileging that an emphasis on praxis gives to

me that this strategy displays a preference which

action. 16 If, for Adorno, art and philosophical

obscures a most problematic and unwritten

thought were not the last bastions of critical

chapter in Adorno's last work. Rhetorically, the
Asthetische Theorie occupies the same position
that Adorno repeatedly asserts must find new
and dis-continuous forms in a non-identical relation to specific socio-historical origins.

opposition to society, he at least prescribed them

as a seemingly interminable prerequisite to engagement.

Hohendahl is cautious not to dismiss the ini-

tial reception of Adorno's final work, like the
work itself was dismissed. Nor do I want to
dismiss this reception "out of hand." Although
my coming remarks argue that to interpret the

II. ARTICULATING THE
ALREADY AUTONOMOUS

autonomy of art as the central thesis of the

Asthetische Theorie is to mistake effect for theEarly in the Asthetische Theorie Adorno clarsis, the prevalence of this interpretation cannot
be explained solely on the basis of the political
climate of the 1970s. It is the result of Adorno's

rhetorical stance, his articulating his theory
from the perspective of art itself, i.e., of his

ifies that the autonomy attributed to art is sus-

tained only in movement, and that this movement, in contrast to immutable criteria, depends

not upon what art is, but on art's differentiating

itself from what it is not. In other words, art
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ple of a greater universal, but a singular instance

continuous non-identity. Adorno writes:

of itself. For Adorno, any conception of the

It is through its dynamic laws, not through some

autonomy of art, other than the position a given
work occupies in negative relation to its Other,

invariable principle, that art can be understood. It is

regresses into reification and a repressive pos-

defined by its relation to what is different from art.

itivism.

This other makes it possible for us to arrive at a

This last point-which it seems to me does

substantive understanding of the specifically artistic

much to vindicate Adorno from his critics-is

in art. It is this approach to art that alone meets the

not immediately apparent in Adorno's writing.

criteria of a materialist and dialectical aesthetic,

On the contrary, Adorno gives the appearance of

which evolves by segregating itself from its own

adherence to a fixed conception of autonomy

matrix. 17

because he attempts to avoid reification by speaking from the general position or perspective of

In this general statement, Adorno provides the
structure, indeed the modus operandi, under-

art that is already autonomous, i.e., from the
perspective that has already negated its socio-

lying his subsequent claim that art works are

historical context. For example, in the claim that

"counter-images" to the "empirically living."

the artistic (das Kunsthafte) specifies itself out

In these and similar passages in "On the Rela-

of its Other (das Andere), the movement of aes-

tion Between Art and Society," Adorno constructs a definition of the autonomy of art based

thetic negation is an event spoken of in retro-

on an ever-changing socio-historical context.

tioned as an object of hindsight, signified here

Art obtains autonomy in opposition-this is the

by the term "the Other." By speaking from the

cornerstone of negation-while its socio-histor-

position of art, Adorno eliminates the necessity

spect, when the socio-historical is already posi-

ical context, the object of its opposition, struc-

for exploring the vast complexities underlying

tures (bestimmt) both the nature of that opposi-

the socio-historical, choosing instead to dismiss

tion and the character of art's autonomy.

them as the single collectivity, "the Other." As

When socio-historical context provides the

previously stated, this strategy of adopting the

substance "out of which ... [art draws its] con-

voice of art as a means of avoiding a reified

tent," and out of which art determines itself in

concept of autonomy gave his initial readers the

negating recoil, each work of art constitutes
a definitive instance of autonomy.'8 Aesthetic
autonomy is indelibly defined by the non-identical tensions it possesses with its historical context. Aesthetic negation, the emergence of the
artistic out of its Other, is neither a more accurate articulation nor a progressive unfolding of
autonomy. Individual instances of autonomy

impression that Adorno had traded the goals of

political activism for the consolations of aesthetic pleasure.
Yet for Adorno, aesthetic negation could never
meet the demands of activists: aesthetic negation is not the direct articulation of criticism nor

is it the positing of formulated goals or hypothetical alternatives-all of which sustain pre-

have only the movement of non-identity in com-

vailing, delimiting discourse by appealing to

mon. Each instance is connected to other in-

tolerated and defusing avenues of dissent. Ne-

stances not in any reciprocal confirmation of
having taken different paths to the same destina-

gation would be neutralized if subordinated to
protest or if constricted to preconceived reified

tion, nor in having assisted one another in a
greater realization of potential autonomy, but in

concepts of autonomy. Aesthetic negation, ac-

a dynamic, mutually-negating interaction that
challenges the universal position of autonomy as
a concept. The interaction of heterogenous autonomies occupied by or articulated through different works of art dispels the reified illusion of
autonomy as a realm unto itself. The autonomy
of art pivots on the negation of autonomy as
a reified ideal. Each work of art is singularly
exemplary, its non-identity not being an exam-

resists the temptation to oppose the portrayed

cording to Adorno's argument, occurs when art
"unredeemed" state with formulated or implicit
ideals. He specifies this in his Asthetische
Theorie:
By cathecting the repressed, art internalizes the repressing principle, i.e., the unredeemed condition of
the world (Unheil), instead of merely airing futile
protests against it. Art identifies and expresses that
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condition, thus anticipating its overcoming. It is this

into itself objectifies the dynamic of negation.

and not the photographic rendition of the unredeemed

When an art work objectifies repression, it be-

state or a false sense of beatitude, that defines the

comes the progenitor of aesthetic reflection, and

position of authentic modern art towards a gloomy

its non-identical movement subverts the repres-

sion. According to Adorno, objectification al-

objectivity. 19

ters the social environment of those who come in
Adorno's distinction between an anticipatory,

contact with the work. More than a mere reflec-

cathected internalization of the repressing prin-

tion of the social milieu, an art work that ob-

ciple (Lust am Verdrdngten) and mere protests

jectifies its origins alters the socio-historical

against the principle arguably respond to the

context, offering in its "counter-image" to "the

demand for an aesthetic which instigates politi-

empirically living" what the "empirically liv-

cal activism. While politically engaged art like

ing" denies.22 The non-identical generates ten-

Brecht's-which often serves as a whipping-boy

sion between itself and its origins that endures

for Adorno-attempts to adjust the social whole

beneath the appearance of resolution. The work

by protesting society's aberration from precon-

becomes a limited part of the social environ-

ceived guidelines or values, such art fails to

ment, but nonetheless an object to which an in-

recognize that these same values are intrinsically

dividual potentially can respond. Adorno argues:

structured by the dominant discourses which

they ostensibly oppose.20 In the place of such
limited aesthetic approaches, Adorno suggests

Aesthetic expression is objectification of the nonobjective. Put more precisely, through its objectifica-

the need for art works which incorporate the

tion expression becomes a second non-objective sub-

preconceived notions of autonomy into them-

stance, one that speaks out of the artefact [sic] rather

selves and thereby expose how the dominant

than out of the subject.23

social discourses permeate current ideals. He
posits an aesthetic whose autonomy resides in its
negative dialectic or non-identity with prevalent

The aesthetic voice emerging from the artifact

conceptions of autonomy.

templation it facilitates. Anticipation would seem

anticipates a new-found autonomy in the con-

The futility of protest, its false sense of beati-

the correct term here because aesthetic expres-

tude, lies in the mistaken presumption that sub-

sion is only potentially autonomous. Negation is

jects can detach themselves enough from the
mediations of repression so as to offer an alter-

impasse in a continuing struggle for dominance.

not cancellation, i.e., final. It denotes a dynamic

native that does not subscribe to the same re-

Here we are speaking of two distinct autono-

pressive forces. Instead of offering protests that

mies: one ephemeral and terminal, and the other

attempt to redirect within the status quo, art
seeks to deadlock repression and thereby violate

resides in what an art work potentially offers to

its limits. The deadlock generates a crisis in

an individual in the counter-image it provides to

resulting from historical passage. The former

meaning, whereas protest only simulates crisis

a specific socio-historical context. The latter is

while still perpetuating prevalent constricting

the autonomy addressed earlier in this paper, the

delusions. The crisis occurs through an exposure of stultification and reification in percep-

autonomy that results from the unresolved tensions an art work has with a specific historic

tion, thus exposing the ways accepted inter-

moment.

pretations of reality dictate experience. Art is
anticipatory in that it upsets or obstructs habitual, unexamined principles of conduct. Adorno

111. THE QUESTION OF ORIGINS

argues that "Willfulness amid spontaneity-this

The autonomy of art depends upon such an

is the vital element of art," a willfulness that

elaborate conception of historical dialectics that

facilitates spontaneity by negating repression.2'

Adorno's writing from the perspective of the

Art demands a willfulness, a courage, which

non-identical is arguably a subtle method for

allows new meaning. This meaning is a depar-

talking about the autonomy of art without be-

ture from reification into spontaneity and the

coming entangled in the complexities leading to
it. But the method also has the tendency to pre-

unknown.

Art's incorporation of the repressive principle

sume that the origins with which an artwork is
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non-identical are non-problematic. Thus Adorno

Although the excursus refuses to provide an

dismisses the question of origins in an early

adequate explanation of what is meant by the

section of the Asthetische Theorie entitled "Gegen
"origins" an art work negates, the methodology
of the excursus lends itself to an inferential con-

Ursprunsfrage." The dismissal might not be so
problematic were it not for two points: First of

struction of the underlying structures governing

all, art owes its non-identical existence to the

Adorno's use of the term. Adorno's use of "ori-

origins which Adorno dismisses. Immediately

gins" rests at the center of a dynamic tension

after dismissing the question of origins, Adorno
specifies that aesthetic negation and the subsequent autonomy of art are meaningless without
the origins from which they emerge: "Works of

between a radical historicization and an equally

art became what they are by negating their origins."24 Secondly, Adorno keeps the question
open at the margins of his discussions by pushing it into an appendix.25
When he finally does return to the question of
origins in the appendix, the reasons for his discomfort quickly become evident; the excursus is

their existence are historical.28 But while histor-

a documented explication of his earlier rejection.26 The rejection of origins as a topic worthy
of consideration is based upon its association
with debates concerning the origin of art itself.
For Adorno, the origin of art is irrelevant to the
origins an art work negates, and he dismisses the
question of art's origin because the question

between a catch-all phrase and a critical expres-

presupposes a continuity in art which, according

position of art looking in retrospect on the

radical questioning of what comprises histor-

icity. Like the art works whose negative basis
they form, the origins to which art works owe

icity joins an art work to its origins, one must

also understand what constitutes the substance
of history to understand origins. Unfortunately,
it is not enough to say that the material and the
social are the substance of the historical.
The vagueness of the term "origins" hedges
sion that calls into question the material and the
social realms to which it refers. It alludes not

only to socio-historical context but also questions the fixity and stability of such a concept.
By saying that art negates its origins rather than

its socio-historical context, and by adopting the

to Adorno, is at odds with art itself. This is

"Other" it has left behind, Adorno concedes

ostensibly why he begins with, in the excursus,
the claim that the endeavor to understand the
essence of art by looking to its origins is "necessarily disappointing."27
While the distinction between the origin of art

that art responds to social reality, but leaves
open the question as to what constitutes that
reality.

The scope of the origins to which art responds
extends beyond the specifically "material" life

and the origins an art work negates is important

men and women lead. As Peter Hohendahl has

to the subordination of universals to the influ-

noted:

ence of historical dialectics, Adorno also overplays the distinction. The excursus rigorously

[Adorno] ... used Hegel's model of history to under-

dismantles and obstructs a view of art as a con-

stand the evolution of literature as representative for

tinuous and unfolding concept, but does so at the
expense of an adequate explanation of what constitutes the origins an art work negates. Like his
structurally binding "autonomy" to socio-his-

the development of social and political history....
While he insists on the dialectic of art and society (the

art work is also a social fact), he does not, unlike
Lukdcs, conceive of it in terms of reflection.29

torical specifics, his rejection of the "Ursprungsfrage" emphasizes historical distinction

Adorno's opposition to the arguments that art is

or particularity over historical evolution or continuity. Adorno's views on the autonomy of art

a reflection of social reality stem from his assumption that consciousness is not merely a
reflection of the material. The lives men and
women lead respond to a social milieu comprised of ideas as well as materiality. Rather than
thought mirroring the material-social environment, art actively contributes to it. The origins

and on the origins negated by art bear the additional similarity that, in both instances, the
socio-historical occupies the position of the unarticulated. But the point is that regardless of
whether Adorno rejects the term "origin(s)" in
its common usage, he still employs a structural
conception of it whose explanation he neglects.

negated by an art work denote a socio-historical

context that includes art and philosophy-not as
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reflection but as substance. As Hohendahl notes:

autonomy. Like an individual work of art, con-

"Ultimately, art and society belong to the same

cepts in general sustain a dialectical tension

stream of history."30 "Origins" denotes them

which thrives within their socio-historical con-

both.

text, but which reifies once beyond this context.

Once art and philosophy become part of the

While reification in place of a dialectical syn-

socio-historical context that a work of art ne-

thesis brings into question the conception of

gates, it is not difficult to understand why Adornohistory as a unified process, it has specific conis so opposed to studies tracing art back to its
sequences for aesthetics as well. Socio-historprehistoric origins. Such studies presuppose a

ical change de-stabilizes the referents of the

separate qualitative continuity in art that Adorno

terms and ideals with which previous works of

claims each work must negate in order to be art

art formulated their non-identity. Historical passage slips these terms into the origins with which

at all: "It must turn against that which determines its own concept and thereby becomes

later works are qualitatively at odds. Once de-

uncertain within its deepest fibers."'31 His combining the intellectual with the material in a

stabilized, previous aesthetic ideals or discourse
lend themselves to appropriation and ultimately

single milieu subordinates abstractions and con-

to the opposite of their earlier non-identical op-

cepts-which try to stand "above" or "out-

position, viz. repression and reification.33

side"-to the qualitative substance, i.e., the ori-

With the contextual, qualitative specificity of

gins that a work must negate to become art. The

the concept of art, an additional element vies for

consequences of this subordination occur at

amidst specific socio-historical parameters, he

position within the dynamic tension of its negated origins: Adorno's radical historicization is
not only offset by a rigorous questioning of what
comprises history; this historicization is offset
by a questioning of supersession as well. Art's
non-identical origins are a socio-historical con-

expands the width of these parameters by replac-

text in which the content of the social and the

ing reflection theory with a conception of the

historical are brought into question, and in which

numerous levels. First of all, it radically alters

the notion of "an unfolding concept," by leaving
each work of art disjointed and severed from the
next. At the same time that Adorno places art

socio-historical as an admixture of the intellec-

reification prevails beneath the appearance of

tual and the material.32 Combined, these two
maneuvers suggest a revision of dialectics that
distinguishes Adorno from Hegel. They make
up a dynamic that pulls at its own seams: once
the historical becomes an admixture of intellectual and material, the elements of history, which
include the disjointed concept of art, lose their
qualitative continuity.
Adorno's emphatic rejection of a qualitative
continuity in the concept of art has implications
for the movements of history in general. A discontinuity in concepts implies a corresponding
discontinuity in history-especially within the
Hegelian model where concepts are traditionally
the movers of history itself. Even if the concept
of art were a special case-which here it is not,
despite other privileges Adorno gives to art-its
being an exception among concepts would have
ramifications that demand a conceptual restructuring of history. The qualitative discontinuity
of the concept of art suggests that, rather than
evolving, concepts expire once outside of their
socio-historical context. They have a bounded,
contextual vitality. This is the essence of their

supersession.

The "origins" of Adorno's Asthetische Theorie presuppose a model of history in which
even the basic oppositions of Hegelian dialectics

are brought into question, a model in distinct
contrast to Hohendahl's Hegelian reading of
Adorno and to the reading of Eugene Lunn, who
defends a similar position. Lunn notes Adorno's
frequent juxtaposition of "seeming opposites ...

so as to mediate them by developing each of the
apparent antinomies out of the other in mutual
critique." This strategy is according to Lunn "a
dialectic procedure which ... [Adorno] owed to
Hegel."34 With origins, however, the mediation
quickly extends beyond the mutual critique of
antinomies. It escalates instead into a constellation of mediations: at one level, there is the
socio-historical that brings its very substance
into question, and the socio-historical is in dynamic tension with a rigorous inquiry into the
presumptions underlying supersession, the continuity thought to gauge temporal passage. While
one can single out specific elements-as, for
example, the apparent antinomy that the con-
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tinuity of a concept becomes a litmus test for its

changing constellation of moments is to describe

reification-the question of socio-historical substance is no less a mediating factor to a concept
(ein Begriff; in the Hegelian sense) than is the
question of its continuity. The complex mediation within "origins," indeed, mediation in general, occurs at a level where the antinomies are
never quite clear because opposites are themselves never stable enough to polarize and ossify
into the Hegelian categories of thesis and antithesis.
The diverse and dynamic mediation occurring
beneath Adorno's own use of the term "origins"

origins in their negated relation to an artwork, to
describe origins after the appearance of continuity and stability has given way to an aesthetic
force capable of reinscribing the constellation
which appearance obscures. But it makes sense,

at least according to the dictates of Adorno's
argument, that the origins as Adorno presents
them must already be in their negated state: if
the origins were already obviously discontinuous and unresolved, an art work could not find

the stable basis-however illusory that basis
proves to be-against which to build its non-

helps to pinpoint the referent in the sentence

identical relation without positing continuity so

with which he opens "Gegen Ursprungsfrage":

as later to dispel it.

"Art has its concept in the historically changing
constellation of moments."35 The weight of this

lated in Adorno's theories, more so than the non-

The origins negated by art remain unarticu-

sentence rests on the definite article, on the

identity of art itself. One might think that this is

specificity that it connotes. The constellation to

as it should be, given that the Asthetische The-

which he refers is the "origins" that he says an

orie is after all a work on aesthetics, and given

art work must negate. But the concept of art is

that the theory itself emphasizes the socio-his-

not that which is changing or evolving, at least

torical specificity of origins, a specificity artic-

not evolving beyond the constellation itself,

ulation might dilute. Yet for all its non-identity,

within which, it continues to unfold because its

art presupposes a corresponding specificity as

dialectical tensions remain unresolved. It is the

well, the structure and not merely the details of

constellation of moments that changes and the

which Adorno neglects by addressing the conse-

constellation from which art receives its con-

quences of negation instead of clarifying his

own use of the term "origins." As a result, bGth
non-identical concept of art and of autonomy.
the non-identity of art and its negated origins
The dialectical evolution continues within the
remain cryptic and formulaic. Crucial structural
constellation itself, but the concept has no contiaspects of the dynamics between art and society
nuity outside of the contextual origins structurpersist in the form of mostly unexplored termsing it.
e.g., "non-identity," "what it is not," "the
While Adorno's polemic against the so-called
Other" and above all "origins"-although their
origin of art does emphasize a discontinuity that exploration would foster a clarity rather than
is presupposed in the autonomous, non-identical
dilution. In part, this lacuna results from and is
movement of aesthetic negation, and while the
even obscured by Adorno's having selected the
concept of art to illustrate the discontinuity of
description of origins as a constellation or dyconcepts in general, the discontinuity that aesnamic of tensions does much to highlight the
presumptions functioning beneath Adorno's own
thetic negation exposes. This unexplored territory results, in part, from Adorno's mesmerizapplication of the term "origins," these characing account of the consequences of negation-an
terizations still describe the consequences of
cept, each new constellation necessitating a new

aesthetic negation and not really origins per se. account that is in itself suspect because, by articThe characterizations are part of Adorno's rhe-

ulating the consequences of negation rather than
torical stance. They still come from the perspec- the structural conditions leading to it, the active of art looking in retrospect on the origins or count comes dangerously close to the formulation of immutable criteria which artifacts must
"the Other" it has negated. Aesthetic negation
meet in order to be art. At the very least, the
uncovers the discontinuity of concepts-i.e., the
breakdown in sublation-and it illuminates the
account of the consequences of negation cultivates registers with which a critic/reader can
unresolved, thriving dialectical tensions obscured beneath the appearance of supersession.
search for that which appears to correspond to
To say that art has its concept in the historically preconceived results. It borders on begging the
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constellations whose essential tensions have not
question. While these last possibilities are at
odds with more dominant tendencies in Adorno'sresolved, but are buried beneath a reified rhetorically imposed supersession which accompanies
text, their emergence in the theory's central
dynamic raises questions that cannot be ignored. temporal passage. This same lack of resolution
For the present suffice it to say that, though the is, for example, what allows Adorno to make the
terms may remain unexplored, their function is claim with which he opens Negative Dialektik:
"Philosophy, which once seemed obsolete, lives
to provide the means with which to discuss the
on because the moment to realize it was missed."39
aesthetic exposure of the heterogeneity which
Philosophy is not a floating potential waiting for
society obscures.
realization-its moment has passed. It is rather
the premier example of unresolved tension surIV. HETEROGENEITY AND THE CRISIS
viving within its specific moment or constellaIN DIALECTICS
tion and providing a point of focus from which
to scrutinize
fabricated
resolution. In the unity
Rainer NMgele argues that "if Hegel's
dialectic
is
and stability
presupposed by the origins art
the attempt to master the heterogeneous
in philnegates, Adorno finds a false and reified hisosophical concepts, negative dialectics is the
tory-just as the question of the origin of art is a
attempt to reinscribe the heterogeneous as hetfalse question based upon a reified concept of
erogeneous also in thought."36 In Adorno's
art. While origins presuppose historical conAsthetische Theorie, art's non-identity is this
tinuity, negation reinscribes historical heteroreinscription. This means that the non-identity
of art, because it re-inscribes heterogeneity, pre- geneity. Art's negation of its origins is two-fold:
it uncovers unresolved dialectical tensions that
supposes the homogeneity, i.e., a continuity in
the apparent unity within origins obscures; and
concepts, which negation dispels. More than a
its non-identity with these origins generates a
mere reversal of Hegel, reinscribing the heterodialectical tension that also knows no resolution.
geneous articulates a crisis in the basic mechanIn Negative Dialektik Adorno argues that
ics of Hegelian dialectics. Without continuity in
unity was fraudulently posited at the expense of
concepts, sublation comes to a standstill-in this
plurality, and that whatever the initial source of
respect there is a brilliance in Adorno's having
this fraudulence might have been, the end result
focused on the discontinuity or disunity of the
was that as "unity" gained in prominence, it also
concept of art.37 Art's own heterogeneity gives
it the conceptual basis from which to question
and negate the appearance of continuity in concepts; its heterogeneity is its non-identity with
its origins; and it is at the avant-garde of the

gained the power to repress those resisting it.40
He argues:
The universal by which every individual is deter-

heterogeneity it uncovers.

mined at all, as one of his particular kind, that

Adorno's rejection of theories on "the origin
of art" and this rejection's connection with his
reworking of historical dialectics are but two

universal is borrowed from what is extraneous and

aspects within a larger critical constellation.
While the discontinuity of art suggests that sublation forces or creates the illusion of unity

demons.41

"where none in fact exist[s]," Adorno's rejection of continuity also initiates a reworking of
the idea of reification-which here signifies the
glossing over or repression of heterogeneities
beneath the appearance of unity.38 The appearance of a resolution (Aufhebung) that leads from
one historical constellation into another robs art
of the dialectical vitality it has within its specific
socio-historical context.

In contrast to the continuity of origins implied by supersession, Adorno posits layers of

therefore as heteronomous to the individual as anything once said to have been ordained for him by

Adorno's resort to the image of demons in his
description is not gratuitous. The image forms a
negative or contrast to the Hegelian Spirit, specifically a contrast to the continuity so central to
the movements of Hegelian dialectics: a contrast
between the singularity of an all-superseding
and unifying Spirit and the diverse plurality of
demons reinscribing heterogeneity. The image
of demons admonishes against concepts of unity
because these concepts erase the history they
purport to trace. Art negates these posited origins
with the reinscription of particularity, the corner-
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term "materialist" is associated with the disappointment that

marked the reception of the Asthetische Theorie, it is worth
tracing the term back to Marx's "Thesen uiber Feuerbach,"
in which "materialism" is "sinnlich menschliche Titigkeit"

project an evolution through sublation, art re-

and in which "materialism" is concerned with changing the

calls "an objectivity removed [enthoben] from

world. See Marx-Engels Werke, vol. 3 (Berlin: Dietz Verlag,

categorical frameworks. "42 The contrast between
the subsuming supersession of Spirit and the het-

erogeneous reinscriptions of demons resides in

1956), pp. 5-7. For a more thorough discussion of the Left's
disappointment with Adorno's Asthetische Theorie see Peter

Uwe Hohendahl, Reappraisals (Cornell University Press,
1991), pp. 1-21 and especially pp.75-98. The latter section

the distinction between an auf- and ent- (ge)ho-

is a reprint of his "Looking Back at Adorno's Asthetische

bene Objektivitct. The polarities of demons and

Theorie, " German Quarterly 54 (1981): 133-148.

Spirit, the Enthobene and the Aufgehobene, are

the opposing elements in art's non-identity with
its origins. The reinscription of heterogeneity is

2. Hohendahl maintains that with the formation of the

Brandt government "radical [political] reform seemed to be

possible" (Reappraisals p. 9), and the Left abandoned what
they interpreted as Adorno's pessimistic aesthetics of hiber-

the recovery of the Enthobene vis-a-vis the over-

nation-what Peter Burger describes as Adorno's succumb-

whelming appearance of the Aufgehobene.

ing to the historical bourgeois separation of art from the

Yet despite the forcefulness of this contrast, it
still remains within descriptions of consequences

context of practical life. See Theorie der Avant-Garde
(Frankfurt am Main: Suhrkamp, 1974), p. 63; trans. Michael Shaw (University of Minnesota Press, 1984), p. 46.

at the expense of an explanation of the structural

Burger maintains this same position in his more recent arti-

conditions leading to it. By articulating the dis-

cle "Adorno's Anti-Avant-Gardism," Telos 86 (1990-91):

cussion from the perspective of art looking in
retrospect on the origins or "the Other" it has
negated, Adorno posits his (art's) oppositions

49-60.

3. Adorno's revision of dialectics preceded Asthetische
Theorie, having already occurred in Negative Dialektik,
where, as Martin Jay has pointed out, drawing upon the

rather than allowing art to formulate them on its

ideas of Benjamin, Adorno replaced the Hegelian concep-

own. In this case, the necessary opposite is

tion of synthesis with that of the constellation of ideas. See

Hegel whose dialectics foster the appearances
with which art is non-identical, but which per-

Negative Dialektik (Frankfurt: Suhrkamp, 1973), pp. 158168; trans. E.B. Ashton (New York: Continuum, 1973),

pp. 156-166. For Martin Jay's account see Marxism and

sist in each instance of art's non-identity to

Totality (University of California Press, 1984) pp. 241-275,

them. Inasmuch as art persists in the lack of
resolution of its dialectical tensions, so too do

especially pp. 246-252. These revisions and their relation to

the counter-elements of these tensions. Though
Adorno attempts to circumvent Hegel by argu-

ing that art recalls a reality before the Hegelian

system, eine dem kategorialen Geffige enthobene
Objektivitat, his having built aesthetic negation
in opposition to Hegel reflects Adorno's own irresolute and unresolved tension with his origins.

Adorno's aesthetics will be discussed later in this work.

4. Burger, Theorie, Suhrkamp, p. 63; University of Minnesota, p. 46.
5. For further discussion of this last issue see Jochen

Schulte-Sasse, "Theory of Modernism versus Theory of the
Avant-Garde," Forward, Theory of the Avant-Garde, pp. xviii;
see also Elizabeth Wright, Postmodern Brecht (New York:
Routledge, 1989), pp. 68-89. For a specific discussion of
the effect of Adorno's negativism on his reception see
"Introduction to Adorno," Telos 7 (1974): 2-3.

6. The most recent assessment of this unique form of
JAMES M. HARDING

Department of German, ICC 461
Georgetown University

Washington, D.C. 20057

dialectics can be found in Fredric Jameson's discussion of
Adorno's aversion to positivism: see Late Marxism (New
York: Verso, 1990), pp. 89-90.
7. For an analysis of the aesthetics of Kant and Adorno see

Lambert Zuidervaart, "The Artefactuality of Autonomous
Art: Kant and Adorno," The Reasons of Art, ed. Peter
McCormick (University of Ottawa Press, 1986), pp. 256-

1. For a brief definition of the term "materialist," I would
recommend Lambert Zuidervaart's discussion of Marxist

263.

8. "Kunstwerke sind Nachbilder des empirisch Leben-

aesthetics in his recent book Adorno s Aesthetic Theory

digen, soweit sie diesem zukommen lassen, was ihnen drauIBen

(MIT Press, 1991)-in particular, his statement: "Marx's

verweigert wird, und dadurch vom dem befreien, wozu ihre

historical materialism implies that conflicts within art must
be examined in terms of conflicts within the technological

dinghaft-auswendige Erfahrung sie zurichtet." [translation
corrected] Theodor Adorno, Asthetische Theorie (Frankfurt

and economic base" (p. 69). For the whole of Zuidervaart's

am Main: Suhrkamp, 1973), p. 14; trans. C. Lenhardt

argument see pages 68-77. This section substantially revises

(Boston: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1984), p. 4.

arguments first formulated in his "The Social Significance

of Autonomous Art: Adorno and Burger," Journal of Aes-

9. "soll dem Nichtidentischen beistehen, das der Identitatszwang in der Realitat unterdruckt." [translation cor-

thetics and Art Criticism 48 (1990): 61-77. Insofar as the

rected] Adorno ATSuhrkamp, p. 14; Routledge, p. 6.
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10. "altern, erkalten und sterben" [translation corrected]
Adorno ATSuhrkamp, p. 14; Routledge, p. 6.

seine Vergegenstiindlichung zum zweiten Ungegenstandlichen wird, zu dem, was aus dem Artefakt spricht, nicht als

11. "Was einmal in einem Kunstwerk wahr gewesen ist

Imitation des Subjekts." Ibid., p. 170; Ibid., p. 163. (A

[ward] durch den Gang der Geschichte demontiert." [trans-

small note on the translation is in order because in the

lation corrected] Adorno AT Suhrkamp, pp. 67-68; Rout-

original it is not the expression that becomes "a second nonobjective substance," but the objectified "non-objective."

ledge, p. 60.

12. The controversy regarding Adorno's seemingly con-

The "artefact" is the aesthetic expression, and it consists of

tradictory application of the term "reification," a contro-

more than the objectification of the non-objective. Other-

versy pursued by Gillian Rose and picked up by Martin Jay,

wise negation would not occur, and the "artefact" would

is explained by Adorno's argument on the inadequacy of

remain an "imitation of the subject." That the objectified

synthesis as a means of accounting for historical passage. As

non-objective becomes a "second non-objective" acknowl-

later discussion will show, Adorno replaces sublation with

edges its role in the dynamic or dialectic of aesthetic ne-

the idea of constellations. While "constellations" maintain

gation.)

the dimension of the socio-historical, they avoid the illusion

24. "Fraglos ... sind die Kunstwerken nur, indem sie

of resolution that Adorno argues is inherent to the notion of

ihren Ursprung negierten, zu Kunstwerke zu werden." Ibid.,

sublation. It is this illusory resolution that Adorno combats

p. 12; Ibid., p. 4.

and that constitutes what he deems as reification. See Gillian

25. The placement of these arguments in an appendix may

Rose, The Melancholy Science (London: Macmillian, 1978),
pp. 40-47 and Martin Jay Marxism and Totality, pp. 266-

be the consequence of editorial decisions made after Adorno's

272.

thetische Theorie written by Gretel Adorno and Rolf Tiede-

13. "Gerade als Artefakte aber, Produkte gesellschaft-

death. But this is not explicit in the afterward to the Asmann. Indeed, the editors mention the paralipomena (appen-

dix I) that Adorno wished to incorporate into the final draft
sie absagen, und aus ihr ziehen sie ihren Inhalt. " [translation of the text and the introduction (appendix III) that Adorno
had planned to revise. No mention is made of the excursus
corrected] Adorno AT Suhrkamp, p. 15; Routledge, pp. 6-7.
"Theorien uber den Ursprung der Kunst, " the only appendix
14. Bruce Baugh uses this lack of comprehensiveness for
licher Arbeit kommunizieren sie auch mit der Empirie, der

a convincing revision of Adorno's aesthetics. Baugh argues

to which Adorno gave a separate title and which he called an

that an artwork's non-identity is addressed to specific groups

"Exkurs," i.e., a digression from the main issues of his

and is much more contextualized than Adorno allows. See

concern.

"Left-Wing Elitism: Adorno on Popular Culture" Philoso-

26. Ibid., p. 480-490; Ibid., p. 447-455.

phy and Literature 14 (1990): 65-78.

27. "Enttiiuschen notwendig." Ibid., p. 480; Ibid., p. 447.

15. The term "Bewegungsgesetz" will be explored in the

28. Ibid., p. 480; Ibid., p. 447.

29. Hohendahl Reappraisals, p. 82.

sections that follow.

16. Hohendahl Reappraisals, p. 80.
17. "Deutbar ist Kunst nur an ihrem Bewegungsgesetz,
nicht durch Invarianten. Sie bestimmt sich im Verhaltnis zu

dem, was sie nicht ist. Das spezifisch Kunsthafte an ihr ist
aus ihrem Anderen: inhaltlich abzuleiten; das allein genugte

irgend der Forderung einer materialistisch-dialektischen
Asthetik. Sie spezifiziert sich an dem, wodurch sie von dem
sich scheidet, woraus sie wurde." Adorno AT Suhrkamp,
p. 12; Routledge, p. 4.
18. Adorno ATSuhrkamp, p. 15; Routledge, pp. 6-7.
19. "In der Lust am Verdrangten rezipiert Kunst zugleich

das Unheil, das verdrangende Prinzip, anstatt bloB vergeblich dagegen zu protestieren. DaB sie das Unheil durch
Identifikation ausspricht, antezipiert seine Entmachtigung;
das, weder die Photographie des Unheils noch falsche

Seligkeit, umschreibt die Stellung authentischer gegenwartiger Kunst zur verfinsterten Objektivitat." Adorno AT
Suhrkamp, pp. 35-36; Routledge, pp. 27-28.
20. In his recent article "Karl Popper and the Frankfurt

30. Ibid.

31. "Sie muB gegen das sich wenden, was ihren eigenen
Begriff ausmacht, und wird dadurch ungewiB bis in die
innerste Fiber hinein." [translation corrected] Adorno AT
Suhrkamp, p. 10; Routledge 2.
32. While Hohendahl is correct in distinguishing Adorno
from this position, his associating Lukacs with it is some-

what sweeping and obscures the diversity of positions
Lukacs defended during his life.
33. In a recent essay entitled "Adorno and the Meta-

physics of Modernism: The Problem of a 'Postmodern'
Art, " Peter Osborne has pointed out that this de-stabilization
is not a phenomena unique to works of art. He argues that

aesthetics itself experiences this crisis and that the attempts
to circumvent the exhaustion of aesthetics is at the center of
Adorno's project. He writes:
If art had reached a point at which it must 'revolt against its essential

concepts' in order to survive, it none the less remains inconceivable

School," Robert D'Amico observes the emergence of similar arguments in Horkheimer's late writings. D'Amico
maintains that for Horkheimer and the Frankfurt School,

within the terms of the contradiction. Under such conditions, aesthet-

moral commitments and theoretical agendas "followed dif-

dissolution of conventional aesthetic categories' in such a way as to

ferent logics of analysis" (p. 41). See Telos 86 (1990-91):
33-48.

with the most recent forms of artistic experience (p. 24).

without them. All modern art, according to Adorno, is inscribed
ics can have only one goal: 'to foster the rational and concrete

'release new truth content into these categories' by confronting them

21. "Willkur im Unwillkurlichen ist das Lebenselement
der Kunst." Adorno AT Suhrkamp, p. 174; Routledge,
p. 167.
22. Ibid., p. 14; Ibid., p. 4.

See The Problems of Modernity, ed. Andrew Benjamin (New

York: Routledge, 1989), pp. 23-48.
34. Eugene Lunn, Marxism and Modernism (University
23. "Asthetischer Ausdruck ist Vergegenstandlichungof California Press, 1982), p. 230.
35. "Kunst hat ihren Begriff in der geschichtlich sich
des Ungegenstandlichen, und zwar derart, daB es durch
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36. Rainer NAgele, "The Scene of the Other: Theodor W.

of

Art

195

39. "Philosophie, die einmal uberholt scheint, erhalt sich
am Leben, weil der Augenblick ihrer Verwirklichung versaumt ward." Theodor W Adorno ND Suhrkamp, p. 15;

Adorno's Negative Dialectic in the Context of PoststrucContinuum, p. 3.
turalism," Boundary 2 11 (1982-83), p. 68.
40. Ibid., p.309; Ibid., p. 315.
37. In Marxism and Totality, Martin Jay attributes Adorno's 41. "Das Allegemeine, durch welches jeder Einzelnen

questioning of sublation to the influence of Benjamin, for

sich uberhaupt als Einheit seiner Besonderung bestimmt, ist

whom also "dialectical mediation with its goal of Aufliebung

dem ihm Auswendigen entlehnt und darum dem Einzelnen

(sublation) too quickly forced a unity where none in fact

auch so heteronom, wie nur, was einst Damonen uber ihn

sollten verhangt haben." Ibid., p. 310; Ibid., p. 315.
existed." Jay argues that Adorno drew heavily on Benjamin's
Der Ursprung des Deutschen Trauerspiels in this instance
42. "eine dem kategorialen Gefuge enthobene Objekand with regard to "constellations" as well. See Marxism

tivitat." [translation corrected] Adorno AT Suhrkamp,

and Totality, p. 248.

p. 488; Routledge, p. 453.

38. Martin Jay, Adorno (Harvard University Press), p. 248.
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